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Abstract :- In MANETs various types of attacks are present. Which mainly affected on security. In this paper, we
concentrated on how to avoid such attacks. Here mainly black hole and gray hole attacks are get eliminated. In network,
malicious nodes are present which disturbs the communication. Such malicious nodes are first detected and then isolated,
using CBDS method.
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I. INTRODUCTION
MANET Stands for” Mobile Ad Hoc
Network.” A MANET is nothing but a type of ad hoc
network that is capable to change locations and
configure itself on the fly. Because MANETS are
mobile Ad-hoc, so that they use wireless connections
to connect the various networks. This can be a standard
Wi-Fi connection, or another medium, such as a
cellular or satellite transmission [5].
MANET have been used for many vital
applications because of the widespread availability of
mobile devices. These applications are military
operations and emergency as well as response
operations. This is mostly happened because MANET
has infrastructure less property. In a MANET, each
node performs vital role, according to demand it acts
as host as well as router. In such communication
process for receiving data, there should be cooperation
between nodes for forwarding data packets which
forms a wireless local area network. These best
features also have disadvantage which effects on
security of network. Indeed, such applications brings
some critical problems on the safety of network
topology, data routing, and data traffic. The presence
and cooperation of malicious nodes may break the
routing process, resulting into bad functioning of the
network operations. For security point of view of
MANETs many researches works on this problem.
Most of the researches focussed on prevention and
detection of such malicious nodes. In this, the
effectiveness of these researches not use full so that
when multiple malicious nodes come together they
begins a collaborative attack, which may result into
more damages to the network. In wireless the absence
of any infrastructure added with the MANETs dynamic
topology feature makes the network insecure to the
attacks of routing which are black hole and gray hole

attacks. Gray hole attacks are nothing but variations of
black hole attacks. [8]
Mobile Ad Hoc Network is the type of
network used for mobile communication. For moving
users whenever session not performing good and link
get disturbed then MANETs used because it provides
best performance. These are wireless networks for
linking different networks. In this some of are linked to
LANs and some to internet applications of the
network. MANETs connect them without any wireless
router.
Best features of MANETs [6] are as follows:
• Dynamic Topologies.
• Energy-constrained Operation.
• Limited Bandwidth.
• Security threats.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
J. Sen: for gray hole attack detection, he used
local cooperative anomaly detection [3].
Jian-Ming Chang et al: To avoid malicious
node for MANET he used a Cooperative Bait
Detection Scheme. Cooperative bait detection scheme
(CBDS) is a mechanism used to detect malicious nodes
which are launching black hole or gray hole attack [2].
K. Narang et al. have provided mechanism for
detection of black hole attack. Data Routing
Information (DRI) table used to detect cooperative
black holes which get verified by intermediate nodes
and source nodes [8].
G. Wahane et al.: Cooperative black hole
attack detection mechanism is provided by him.
Cooperative black holes is detected by Data Routing
Information (DRI) table and get verified by True Link.
The True Link method is totally dependent on timing
constraint. DRI table is maintained by every node in
the network [4].
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Jian-Ming Chang et al.: have provided a
technique which effectively detects the malicious
nodes that try to launch gray hole/collaborative black
hole attacks. The address of an adjacent node is used as
bait destination address to bait malicious nodes to send
a reply RREP message, done using CBDS technique
[1].
A. Bhattacharyya et al.: Various types of
attacks in Mobile ADHOC Network has explained by
him. And, explained Prevention techniques for such
attacks. These attacks have entered from both internal
side of the network and from the external side of the
network [7].
III. ATTACKS ON MANET
DATA traffic attacks and CONTROL traffic
attacks are the two main types of attacks. This
classification of attack is normally based on the goal of
attack and their characteristics.
A. DATA traffic attack
Black hole attack:
Here, attacker node behaves such as a Black
hole node, it drops each packet coming to it and energy
vanishes from our universe into a black hole. In this
the attacker node is acts as an intermediate node
between two parts of communication and then breaks
the communication [7].
Gray Hole Attack:
There are two phases in gray hole attack. In
the first one, AODV protocol is used by malicious
node to introduce itself as having shortest correct route
to the destination node. It is having same purpose of
intercepting packets even with bad route. In the second
one, malicious nodes drop the coming packets with
some probability. But this attack is very hard to find
than black hole attack. A gray hole attack may show its
malicious behaviour in various ways.
B. CONTROL traffic attack
The other types of attack, such as traffic
attacks or jamming attacks, this is not CONTROL
attack. They are a part of physical layer security
protocols.
IV. METHODS TO OVERCOME ATTACKS IN
MANET
Cooperative Bait Detection Scheme (CBDS)
The cooperative bait detection scheme
(CBDS), which used for detecting and preventing
malicious nodes which creates gray hole/collaborative
black hole attacks in MANETs. Here adjacent node is

selected by source node with which it must be
cooperate. Such address is used as bait destination
address to bait malicious nodes to send a reply RREP
message. By using a reverse tracing technique such
Malicious nodes are thereby detected and prevented
from taking part into the routing operation. In this, an
alarm is sent by the destination node to the source node
for triggering the detection mechanism as a significant
drop occurs in the packet delivery ratio. CBDS method
is DSR-based method. After receiving RREP message
from the destination node source node can recognize
all node addresses. But the source node may unable to
find the intermediate nodes that has the routing
information to the destination or the reply RREP
message or the malicious node reply forged RREP.
This results in that source node may sending packets
through that shortest path which is selected by the
malicious node, which may then create a black hole
attack. To resolve this problem, the HELLO message
concept is added to the CBDS for helping each node
which are adjacent within one hop. This utilize the
reverse tracing program of the CBDS to identify the
exact addresses of malicious nodes. Such baiting
RREQ packets are same as to the original RREQ
packets, except that their destination address is the bait
address [1] CBDS method has three steps: (1) initial
proactive defence- the initial bait process; (2) initial
proactive defence initial reverse tracing process; and
(3) shifted to reactive defence phase- the DSR route
discovery Starting process. The procedures of each
step are explained below [1][2].
Initial proactive defense- the initial bait phase:

Figure 1: Randomly choose a cooperative bait
address and send bait RREQ [1]
When node sends the bait RREQ it enters bait
phase in order initialize routing. Here firstly malicious
node, nr node, which not create black hole attack
would be detected. When source node sent RREQ the
other nodes in the network also gives reply besides nr
node. Which gives the presence of malicious nodes in
routing, as shown in Fig.1. So that by using reverse
tracing phase is started to find out this route. In such
process if and only if nr node gives reply means there
were no other malicious nodes present in the network.
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And in this if only nr node gives reply it meant that
there were no other malicious nodes and then the DSR
routing started the program of finding shortest path.
Whenever the other nodes as well as nr node send
RREP then there was reverse tracing process is started
for detecting route. If nr node does not gave reply to
RREP, source node [1][2] immediately listed it onto
black hole list.
Initial proactive defense- initial reverse tracing phase:

Figure 2: The reverse tracing program of CBDS [1]
In this phase, malicious nodes are found
which are going from the path. Because they are
replying to RREQ. After receiving the RREQ node
keep that address in the path storage field, and this
address list Q = n1,..nk observed in the area is stored
into the route cache. The malicious gives response to
source node request with false RREP. So that reverse
tracing operation is kept for reducing the suspicious
path information and temporary trusted area in the
route. Here it is assumed that all the nodes in the route
are trusted nodes before giving reply to RREP. In this
subtraction process of P and S we get the set of trusted
nodes, T=P-S. In this source node recheck message to
the second to last node in T and sent test packets to this
route. Here the node must have entered a trusted mode
to find which is the last node in T and then sent the
packets to it and the result again to the RREQ node.
Then the RREQ node would listed such node to the
black list and such information is broadcasted into the
network in the form of alarm packets. This happens to
aware all nodes about malicious nodes, and dropped
such RREP packets. Instead of diverting if the last
node dropped the packet then source node listed such
node into the black list.
The source node n1 wish to send packets to
the destination node n6, here a single malicious node
n4 existed. As soon as n1 sending the RREQ malicious
node n4 sent a false RREP message with the address
list P= (n1, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6). n5 was a random node
filled in by n4. If n3 received the replied RREP by n4,
it would conduct the set difference operation with K3=
(n1, n2, n3) for calculating P-K3= K3’= (n4, n5, n6).

This then send reply message to K3 and the source
node n1 based on the routing data in P. Likewise, n2
and n1 also do the same process after RREP to obtain
K2’ = (n3, n4, n5, n6) and K1’= (n2, n3, n4, n5, n6).
This then again send to source node for
communication purpose. Here the suspicious path data
of the malicious node, S = (n4, n5, n6) was obtained.
The source node then performed this calculation PS=T= (n1, n2, n3) to obtain a temporarily trusted set of
nodes. At the end, for rechecking purpose the source
node sent the test packets to this path and requesting
n2 to enter the promiscuous mode and listening to n3.
After that it came to the result that n3 diverts packets
to malicious node n4. Such listening results n2 reverts
to the n1. Then source node n1 list the n4 to black hole
list.
n5 and n4 are two available cooperative
malicious nodes. Like above examples, T=P-S= (n1,
n2, n3) can be obtained, and node n2 listen to which
node n3 send the packets. In this, either n5 or n4 would
be detected, so that their cooperation procedure get
stopped. The other nodes can be baited by other source
nodes in MANET [1][2]and detected.
Shifted to reactive defense phase:
As soon as the initial proactive defence phase over
route discovery procedure get followed by using DSR
technique. So that route is established. After that, if at
the destination node packet ratio is falling the
threshold value then the detection mechanism is
performed again. Here threshold value is changing,
which can be managed according to network
efficiency. Such that malicious nodes of the both gray
hole and black hole attacks [1][2] can be detected by
using CBDS method.
Complete CBDS procedure as follows:
Overall working of this CBDS method is shown
by using flow chart.

Figure 3: Operations of the CBDS [1]
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V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Here performance of network checked by
using the throughput parameter. Throughput is the
ratio of total amount of data received by destination
from source to the total time required to receive it.

Figure 4: Throughput Graph

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, detection mechanism of
malicious nodes is discussed. Also, various attacks are
discussed. Here CBDS method is used which is
combination of both proactive and reactive defence
architectures. By using bait address concept, it baits
malicious nodes and such nodes are detected by using
reverse tracing techniques and helps to avoid black
hole and gray hole attacks.

VII. FUTURE WORK
Except gray hole and black hole attacks other
data traffic attacks will also be reduced by using this
system. By reducing probability of false detection
some of the data traffic attacks will also be reduced.
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